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Executive Summary

Reeco.eco positions itself as a pioneer in the textile industry, dedicated to promoting a
sustainable future in fashion through technological innovation and exclusive collaboration with
certified recycled linen producers. This White Paper explores the uniqueness of Reeco™,
highlighting its revolutionary verification technology, commitment to verifiable sustainability,
and a detailed financial assessment that underscores the significant growth potential in the
sustainable fashion market.

Innovation and Uniqueness of Reeco™

Reeco.eco stands out for the adoption of a three-point verification system, based on strict
licenses, the use of the GRS standard for supply chain traceability, and a dedicated portal for
generating QR Codes that attest to the sustainability of products. This section details the
technology behind Reeco™, demonstrating how it ensures transparency and compliance in
the sustainable fashion industry.

European Regulatory Context and Reeco's Positioning

With growing consumer demand for 'green' products and the need for transparency in
environmental claims, Reeco™ emerges as a leading solution, offering reliable certifications
that comply with the most stringent regulations. This section explores the European regulatory
environment, highlighting how Reeco™ is positioned to lead the transition to more sustainable
consumption patterns.

Market Analysis

Market analysis reveals a significant presence of often misleading environmental claims in the
textile sector. Reeco™ responds to these challenges with a solution based on accuracy and
verifiability, ensuring consumers to make informed choices. This section details the market
potential for Reeco.eco and its financial projections, highlighting the growing need for
verifiable sustainable practices in the fashion industry.

Timeline and Strategic Planning

Reeco.eco is in the process of implementing its innovative solution in the textile sector, with
the aim of being fully operational by the end of 2024, following the achievement of EMAS
certification. This certification represents a further step towards the affirmation of Reeco™ as
a leader in sustainable fashion, ensuring compliance with the highest environmental



standards. This section provides an overview of the project's expected launch timeline and
scale, outlining the key stages of development and implementation.

Conclusion and Call to Action

Reeco.eco represents a revolution in the sustainable fashion industry, offering a solution that
ensures transparency, verifiability, and compliance. We invite stakeholders, partners and
consumers to join us in this exciting adventure, to actively contribute to the promotion of
production practices that benefit both the environment and society. Investing in Reeco™
means supporting significant innovation in the field of sustainable fashion and contributing to
a future where fashion works in harmony with our planet.
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